Literary Longhorns is a distinguished group of donors whose contributions directly support the growth of the University of Texas Libraries’ collections through exclusive involvement in the acquisition and preservation of rare books, manuscripts, and other special items.

Literary Longhorns consider themselves to be life-long learners. They understand and support the important role that UT Libraries has in teaching and learning at The University of Texas at Austin.

The Libraries’ collections serve as the foundation on which our students’ educations are built and the cornerstone of groundbreaking research. From architectural drawings to classical manuscripts, from fine arts and historical music collections to cutting-edge materials in life sciences and engineering, we provide a treasure trove for students and scholars.

Literary Longhorns support library excellence at the University in a very specific way — by providing funds that further strengthen our world-class collections.

The members of Literary Longhorns, including individuals, corporations, and foundations, make a pledge of $25,000, which may be given over five years.

As a member of this elite group, you will...

- Receive an exclusive invitation to a series of cultural tours of renowned library collections and archives around the world. You will have access to behind-the-scenes tours and lectures at such institutions as the Library of Congress, the National Archives, the New York Historical Society, the Morgan Library & Museum, and the Huntington Library.

- Be included in discussions with the vice provost and director of UT Libraries, curators, and archivists as they decide on acquiring new materials and collections.

- Enjoy annual dinners featuring distinguished faculty and authors in the ornate Life Sciences Library Reading Room in UT’s Main Building.

- Be the first to learn about potential collections as they are being considered by the UT Libraries.

- Have the privilege of a private tour of UT Libraries’ collections for your friends and family.

- Be recognized by having your name permanently listed as a Literary Longhorn in five libraries on campus.

- Have courtesy borrowing privileges to libraries across campus.

- Have a book adopted in your name or the name of your designee.

Become a Literary Longhorn today. Your support will enhance the Libraries’ margin of excellence. To make a gift visit giving.utexas.edu/literary-longhorns

Contact Gregory Perrin at 512-495-4349 or perring@austin.utexas.edu